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May’s edition of the Morningstar Europe Core Pick List
features the most attractively valued, European-domiciled
companies with sustainable competitive advantages.
This month’s list saw a similar amount of turnover as last
month’s, as comparable trading-level fluctuations and fair
value estimate and moat rating changes occurred throughout
March.
Firms that left our list this month included Basf (basic
materials), Publicis Groupe (consumer cyclical) and
Babcock International Group (industrials). Our overall
European coverage trades at an average of 99% to our fair
value estimates.
Narrow-moat Publicis left the list this month after being
highlighted in April’s commentary, as analyst Ali Mogharabi

increased his fair value estimate to EUR 64 from EUR 60
and the stock appreciated approximately 15% over the past
month. Mogharabi’s updated outlook related to the firm’s acquisition of Alliance Data Systems’ target-marketing services
company, Epsilon. He believes Publicis is now better positioned to offer its clients data analytics capabilities, which go
well together with its creativity segment. While the stock is
still considered undervalued, its price appreciation combined
with other stocks in the sector becoming cheaper caused
the name to be left out. Narrow-moat Babcock International
also left the list this month, as Morningstar dropped analyst
coverage of the name on April 14.
New additions to the list this month included LafargeHolcim (basic materials), Dufry (consumer cyclical) and
Prosegur Compania De Segurida (industrials). Both Dufry
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are chosen based on their uncertainty-adjusted
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and Prosegur Compania De Segurida have been highlighted in
previous editions of the pick list. However, they again specifically represent some of the cheaper European names on an
uncertainty-adjusted, price/fair value basis; both currently
trade at about a midteens percentage discount to their fair
values. Narrow-moat Dufry is the world’s largest duty-free
shop operator and leader in travel retail. It commands around
12%-13% market share in a fragmented global travel retail
market, including over 20% in airport retail (more than double
that of the next biggest competitor), through its presence
in 65 countries and around 300 airports globally (airports
represent 90% of the company’s total revenue).

sole distributors of a product category in an airport), allows
Dufry to achieve gross margins of almost 60%, significantly
above the 30%-40% of high-street retailers.

Dufry’s main markets are Europe (accounting for almost
50% of revenue), North and Latin America (around 20% of

Analyst Michael Field believes Prosegur has a narrow moat
driven by its high exposure to the CIT business. Field believes

revenue each), and Asia, the Middle East, and Australia (accounting for around 10% of sales). Perfumes, cosmetics, and
food are Dufry’s top-selling categories, accounting for almost
half of revenue, with wines and spirits, tobacco goods,
watches, and jewelry also representing important categories.

this business has aspects of switching costs as the industry
is consolidated, with five firms controlling 50% of the global
market, and changing suppliers carries a higher risk of business disruption with the immediate loss of significant cash a
risk that most businesses don’t take lightly. This is evidenced
by the high retention rates, long-dated contracts of around
five years and generating operating margins of 20%.

The stock was added to the list as price appreciation in other
stocks made Dufry’s relative valuation more attractive while
it traded down over the previous month. Analyst Jelena
Sokolova has a CHF 137 fair value estimate, which implies
16 times 2019 adjusted P/E multiple (our adjusted earnings
exclude amortization of acquired intangibles) and 10.2 times
adjusted EBITDA.
Sokolova forecasts sales grow at an average 4% annual
pace over the next 10 years, which implies 3% passenger
growth on existing routes and low-single-digit contribution
from new concessions as the company gains share against
smaller, less cost-advantaged peers, both organically and
through consolidation (compared with the 5% annual growth
in passenger numbers through 2040, according to the World
Airport Traffic Forecasts). Sokolova contends that the length,
diversity, and high renewal rates of Dufry’s concessions in
travel catchment areas and its purchasing scale advantages
against peers will allow the firm to generate economic profits
for the next decade, which forms the basis of the narrow
moat rating.
Highlighting these advantages, the duty-free channel (61%
of the company’s sales) is a perceived value-saving channel
among traveling consumers. Thanks to exemption from local
taxes and duties, prices in this channel can be as much as
40% lower on some items relative to street prices, according
to Bloomberg. This advantage, along with a captive audience,
scale, and no direct competition (operators are usually the

Narrow-moat Prosegur Compania De Segurida, is one of the
largest security companies worldwide. Its operations are
focused on emerging markets compared with peers (G4S
and Securtias), with over two thirds of revenue coming from
these regions, in particular Latin America. A majority of its
revenue is derived from cash-in-transit services —that is,
armored-car cash pickups—as well as ancillary services,
such as ATM management, cash counting, and reconciliation.

Overall, Field has maintained his fair value estimate of EUR
7.10 and expects organic revenue growth to average close
to 7.5% over his 10-year explicit forecast period. This growth
will be driven primarily by Latin America where results have
been skewed the past few years by severe foreign exchange
movements. From an operating margin perspective, Field
forecasts a moderate improvement, with adjusted margins
increasing incrementally from a currency-related depressed
level of 7.7% in 2018 and averaging 10% over his forecast
period. This margin improvement is predicated upon further
operating efficiency and continued discipline in shedding lowmargin contracts in the manned guarding business.
Field also believes that increased growth in the alarms
business, which is higher-margin than manned guarding,
and upselling of services in CIT will assist in improving group
margins over time. Field expects these margin improvements
to continue and believes the stock currently represents an
attractive investment opportunity.
These and the remainder of our top picks for each sector for
May 2019 are listed here. From a price/fair value standpoint,
the overall list changed materially (with an average increase
of about 265 basis points). Consumer defensive maintained
its status as the cheapest sector on the list, followed by industrials and communication services. One technology sector
and one real estate sector stock made the list.

An Overview of the Europe Core Pick List
The Morningstar Europe Core Pick List features
our most attractively valued European-domiciled
names with sustainable competitive advantages, or
economic moats. Our top picks across each sector
are chosen based on their uncertainty-adjusted
discounts to their intrinsic value.
The Core Consider Buy list only includes European
companies with:
• A market capitalization of at least $1 billion.
• Narrow or wide economic moats.
• A fair value uncertainty that is not very high or
extreme.
• A minimum of one company from each sector,
with a maximum of three companies in any
one sector.
The Morningstar Approach to Investing
These are the four ever-present tenets of the
Morningstar Global Equity Research methodology.
We have more extensive documents available
upon request, but here is a summary:
1. Finding quality investments is at the core of
our methodology and culture. For every
company we analyze, we identify whether
there are sustainable competitive advantages
(an economic moat) that will preserve returns
on invested capital well into the future. All else
equal, we prefer to recommend companies with
economic moats over those without.
2. Next, we estimate a company’s intrinsic value
using a discounted cash-flow model. We have
a large global research team that puts substantial effort into developing and justifying
our long-term forecasts. We also use a variety
of other fundamentally focused valuation
methods to ensure the final output (fair value)
is reasonable.
3. We apply margins of safety to all of our fair
value estimates—the greater the uncertainty,
the larger the discount or premium we require
before making a buy or sell recommendation. Stable cash flow streams require only
small discounts to our fair value estimate before
our interest is piqued. For speculative companies with questionable business models,
we require much larger discounts to our fair
values before we can be comfortable making
any recommendation.
4. Finally, we compare the current stock price
to our fair value estimate to determine whether
the market is overly optimistic, pessimistic, or
realistic. In the end, excess returns can be
achieved only when investors buy assets for less
than their true value. This strategy has led to
outperformance over long time periods for a
wide variety of Morningstar investment
products, and of course our hope is that the
Europe Core Pick List will exhibit the same
success.
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